NDASFAA Electronic Initiatives Committee Annual Report

Members:

Becky Gunn Lynnes Welding Training Chair
Tom Ternes BND Member
Crystal Tangsrud NDUS-CTS Member
Chris Meek BSC Member
Corey Landowski NDSU-One Stop Member
Scott Lingen BSC Member

The Electronic Initiatives Committee meeting was filled with conversation regarding the movement of the NDASFAA website from one platform to the other. This conversation included releasing Dennis Junk to allow him to finally “retire!”

NDASFAA’s website will be moving towards using WordPress for the website. The transition time is unclear right now. It is the hope that in a couple weeks a few members on the EI Committee will be able to do a “tour” of how WordPress works and if this is something a few of us can take on. We will be doing an inventory of the current NDASFAA website to see what needs to be brought forward and what can be archived. Updates will be sent out to NDASFAA members as they come along.

The topic of a new NDASFAA logo was discussed. This is something we are hoping in the future. If a new logo does happen, we were thinking a new banner could maybe be donated to NDASFAA from an Associate member. Tom Ternes from BND stated he could maybe see what BND could donate. The type of banner could maybe be a pop up banner instead of one that has to be hung on the wall.